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By PhD, Magnus Christiansson∗
Introduction
The purpose of this article is to analyse and interpret the Swedish security
policy discourse related to the Defence Bill of 2009
(inriktningspropositionen)1. The Defence Bill should be regarded as a key
policy document for the development of the Swedish defence over the
next decade. One of the most puzzling features of it is the emphasis of
solidarity in the EU and Nordic region, also in military terms, while
maintaining the policy of avoiding NATO membership. This has stirred a
debate about the interpretation of the Swedish policy.2 How could we
understand this militarily non-aligned country that declares military
solidarity to its neighbouring countries? The conclusion of this analysis is
that the Swedish security policy discourse currently could be interpreted as
a two-dimensional game of solidarity and sovereignty, and that this
perspective challenges the notion that a change of identity is necessary for
a lasting change in security policy.
The fundamental framework of this article is that every country has a
strategic culture.3 The interest in strategic culture is motivated, not least, by
the fact that the end of the Soviet empire triggered quite different security
policies among the countries in the Nordic-Baltic area. What might be
considered to be a serious defence proposition in Helsinki is regarded as
something of a joke in Copenhagen.4 Thus, systemic change is not the only
interesting approach.
However, the analytic components of a strategic culture are far from
obvious. There are several challenges for the study of cultures in general as
well as strategic cultures specifically.5 This article takes the theoretical
assumption that strategic culture is both structure and process. Individuals
live in a strategic culture, as well, and using strategy culturally for different
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purposes.6 Change in a strategic culture is not a spontaneous process since,
in the hermeneutic words of Hans-Georg Gadamer, “the process of
construal is itself already governed by an expectation of meaning that
follows from the context of what has gone before.”7. The methodological
logic following this is that language with its symbols and codes is a
reflection of meaning.8 In this way, the study of the debate following the
Defence Bill of 2009 or, indeed, in the words of philosopher Paul Ricoeur,
“any discourse fixed by writing,”9 is a method to trace meaning of strategic
language in the Swedish strategic culture.
Thus, for the purpose of this article the term discourse is defined as “a
system for the formation of statements”10 about security issues. The key
structure of this text is the Defence Bill of 2009, which together with the
Defence Commissions (Försvarsberedningen), constitutes the focal point for
the analysis. The Defence Bill is the official policy of the Swedish
government, and the Defence Commission is a preparatory forum with
representatives from the group of experts as well as political parties from
the parliament. It must be noted that the security policy discourse features
elements of both the defence policy as well as foreign policy.11 However, I
will not devote myself to discursive practices, which include capability
development or policy implementation in the security policy field. In this
sense, the findings of this article are related to the conditions for strategic
action. In other words, to get the whole picture one must also study
strategic practices.
The structure of the article is as follows. First, I will describe the
theoretical elements of two-level or two-dimensional games. The
hypothesis introduced in this part is that the Swedish government is
involved in a two-dimensional game in order to protect its perceived
interests internationally while avoiding the political controversies
associated with alliance policies in the Swedish strategic culture. Secondly, I
will analyse the discourse of the Defence Bill of 2009 related to the
concept of solidarity. I show how the declaration of solidarity is a result of
a conceptual stretching that is beneficial for flexible foreign policy action
as well as satisfying the traditionalists in the Swedish strategic culture.
Furthermore, this part displays how this conceptual stretch challenges the
traditional understanding of solidarity and the policy implications for the
Swedish strategic culture. Third, I will analyse the discourse of the Defence
Bill of 2009 related to issues of sovereignty. We will see how the
government engages in a game that tries to maintain the image of
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sovereignty as a traditional national concern, while simultaneously
widening the meaning of sovereignty to fit an international context. Lastly,
I will summarise the main conclusions regarding the Swedish security
policy discourse as a two-dimensional game. The findings of this article
challenge the notion that a change in identity is necessary for a long term
change in security approach.
Two-dimensional games
One of the traditional features of Swedish security policy theory is the
analytic differentiation of the Siamese twins of domestic and foreign
policy. Admittedly, in the seminal study Säkerhetspolitik (Security Policy)
maestro Nils Andrén notes that it is difficult to make a clear distinction
between the two.12 Not only can foreign policy initiatives undermine
defence policy, but defence policy can have consequences on foreign
policy as well. There are many cases where the domestic agenda and the
foreign policy agenda challenge each other.
In 1988 political scientist Robert Putnam offered a theoretical approach to
deal with the questions of when and how domestic policy influences
diplomacy.13 Following his study of the Bonn Summit in 1978 he noted the
appearance of what he called a two-level game. He concluded with
something rather obvious: international negotiations could involve more
negotiation efforts domestically that internationally. This conclusion
challenges the view of the state as a unitary international actor. However,
among other things, this approach made for a better understanding of
ratifications of international agreements. A state can be forced to make an
involuntary defection from international agreements caused by a failure to
convince domestic actors.
Arguably, since Putnam based his article on game theory, it was difficult to
handle situations that were not clearly negotiations or bargaining. Thus, to
him the metaphor “game” first related to the meaning of “match” or
“gambling.” However, it is quite possible to imagine a perspective in which
“game” has the simultaneous meaning of “drama” and “play” as well. The
argument is that games could have a double meaning related to interests as
well as identities. This latter perspective opens the possibilities for a study
of how national strategy can be used to communicate with several
purposes and motives.
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The Danish scholars Rebecca Adler-Nissen and Thomas GammeltoftHansen have developed the metaphor of what they call sovereignty
games.14 Due to globalisation and, among other things, the use of military
capabilities outside state territory, “what emerges is an expansion of the
playing field relating to sovereignty.”15 This, Adler-Nissen and
Gammeltoft-Hansen argue, creates a situation where core functions of the
state are outsourced while diplomats and statesmen enter a tricky political
game, “to simultaneously allow international cooperation and
communicate a sense of sovereignty to the domestic audience.”16 Thus, the
games become “strategic manoeuvres”17 motivated by both interest and
identities. This framing invites a dual understanding of a discourse: one
related to an international arena and one related to the domestic arena.18
The key characteristic of the international game is a set of policies that
disconnect state power from sovereign territory. In the present context this
process has often had the label “Europeanization”, and it has been related
to everything from migration control to foreign policy. The key dynamic in
this game is that “states engage in conceptual stretching”19 since there are
both domestic and international constraints for policies.
Thus Adler-Nissen and Gammeltoft-Hansen extend the meaning of
“conceptual stretching.” The traditional use is closely associated with a
methodological problem for comparative categories described by political
scientist Giovanni Sartori.20 Sartori takes categories like “constitution,”
“pluralism,” “mobilization,” and “ideology” as examples. If they are not
clearly defined they become difficult to use in scientific research. Scholars
need to, “adapt their analytic categories to fit the new contexts.”21 In this
article, “conceptual stretching” refers to a process where the extension of
meaning of a political concept in a discourse serves the function to
accommodate distinctly different political interests.
The key characteristic of the domestic game is a set of policies to enhance
autonomy in an international environment. In the Swedish context this is
related to the core tasks of Swedish defence and security policy as well as
the search for legitimacy for Swedish policies. The key dynamic of this
game is that, “national executives are playing on the legal and symbolic
arsenal provided by the conceptual framework of sovereignty.”22
In her case study comparing Danish and British opt-outs from the EU
integration process, Adler-Nissen used these two dimensions as different
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aspects of a sovereignty game.23 Both countries have exceptions from the
Maastricht treaty and these exceptions put pressure on state representatives
to circumvent these opt-outs with reference to national interests while
maintaining respect for public opinion. The driver of this double-edged
process when state officials circumvent opt-outs is, “to reduce their
exclusionary effects, so the figure of an autonomous state is preserved at
home despite its entanglement in the European integration process.”24
The hypothesis is thus: that the traditional lack of an alliance policy in the
Swedish strategic culture represents such an “opt-out” from the European
integration process. According to the Lisbon Treaty, its mutual assistance
clause: “shall not prejudice the specific character of the security and
defence policy of certain Member States.”25 This opens similar
opportunities for a two-dimensional game like the ones described by
Adler-Nissen. The Swedish government tries to protect its perceived
interest in the international process of security integration, while
maintaining the domestic image of Sweden as a militarily non-aligned
country with full freedom of action. The political rationale for this
hypothesis is that the Swedish government wants to be a part of the
continued security integration process, while avoiding the political
controversies associated with alliance policies in the Swedish political
context. Developing a study of the Swedish security policy from this
perspective fits with earlier calls for research on the frequent conceptual
stretching of neutrality and development of national identity as well as
political language.26
This discursive operation certainly has elements of an Orwellian
“doublespeak.” However, there is no necessary intention to create
euphemisms or to mislead. The official policy can have one meaning in a
domestic debate about defence, and a rather different connotation during
international discussions in Brussels and Washington. The importance of
this is that security doctrine does not necessarily need to be a trade-off
between domestic and international dimensions. In other words: a twodimensional game does not necessarily turn an actor into a Dr. Jekyl and
Mr. Hyde character.
The two game dimensions could be identified in the Defence Bill of 2009.
The tasks that the Swedish government sets for defence are expressed in it.
From 2010 the tasks of the armed forces are, “to defend and promote
security, alone and together with others, nationally and internationally.”27
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Analytically this creates four strategic cases: to defend the country alone, to
act alone abroad, to defend the country together with others, and to act
abroad together with others. Since the Defence Bill of 2009 features tasks
that demand singular defence as well as action with others, it displays the
inherent duality for a militarily non-aligned country engaged in a process of
security integration. The tasks relate clearly to the issue of sovereignty (the
ability of a state to defend and control its territory) as well as the issue of
solidarity (the musketeer principle of all for one and one for all).
In the two coming sections we will study these two game dimensions in
the security discourse. In the first section we will look closely at the
solidarity dimension. We will see how this game is influenced by a
conceptual stretching that serve as circumventions as well as refuge for
actors with an interest in maintaining military non-alignment. However, the
changing meaning of solidarity also poses many challenges for policy. After
that we will turn to the sovereignty dimension. Here we will note the
recurring patterns of reassurances for a domestic audience.
The solidarity dimension:
The conceptual stretching of solidarity
One of the most striking features of the Swedish Defence Bill of 2009 is
the declaration of solidarity. It states that, “Sweden’s security is built in
solidarity and cooperation with other countries,”28 and “The security of the
country is not just protected on our own borders.”29 Following the report
of the Defence Commission of 2008 the government declared:
“Sweden will not remain passive if a catastrophe or attack should hit another member
country or Nordic country. We expect these countries to act similarly should Sweden be
hit. Sweden should have the ability to give and receive military support.”30
In 2004 the Defence Commission declared a solidarity that could include
military support after a terror attack or catastrophe.31 The Commission
referred explicitly to the declaration made by the EU Council in March
2004 after the terror attack in Madrid. This solidarity is expressed in the
Treaty of the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU) as Article 222.
Interestingly, in the Defence Bill of 2004 even if the same declaration of
solidarity was made, there was no reference to military support.32 Both
documents concluded that there was no contradiction between solidarity in
crisis management and military non-alignment.
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However, even though the Defence Commission and the Defence Bills of
2004 introduced a declaration of solidarity, it is misleading to draw the
conclusion that the concept of neutrality was absent from the discourse.
The Left Party used neutrality as an argument against any further military
developments in the EU.33 It is also interesting that it was the
representative from the Left Party that highlighted a lack of analysis of the
constitutional EU clause on mutual assistance in the event of an armed
attack. How could there be no contradiction between solidarity and
military non-alignment if solidarity was to include also armed attacks?34
This latter clause is expressed in Article 42(7) of the Consolidated Version
of the Treaty on the European Union.
The Defence Commission of 2007 expanded the declaration of solidarity
to the Nordic countries Iceland and Norway, but still had a reference to
the events in Madrid 2004.35 Thus, the text still connected solidarity to the
growing threat of terrorism. The Defence Commission of 2008 used the
same declaration of solidarity, but with no reference to the events in
Madrid. The meaning of solidarity was expanded so that, “Sweden can
contribute with military support in catastrophes’ and conflict situations.”36
Thus, in the Defence Commission of 2008, there was no longer any
explicit reference to solidarity in the meaning of Article 222. Instead, the
meaning had changed so that it had a range from crisis management to
conflicts involving the use of military forces and a scope that included also
NATO countries.
The Defence Bill of 2009 referred to the ratification of the Lisbon Treaty
that was made by the parliament on 20 November 2008.37 It concluded
that the declaration of solidarity means that, “Sweden will receive and give
military support in another way than previously.”38 So even though the
phrases of the declaration had been established, the use of them was
announced as change. Thus, the discursive patterns challenged the
established meaning of the declaration of solidarity. The connection
between solidarity, military support, and Article 222 within the EU was
expanded and supplemented by solidarity, military support, and Article
42(7) within the EU and Norway and Iceland.
The confusion that followed in the debate on the Defence Bill of 2009
shows how this continuing process of conceptual stretching between 2004
and 2009 served as both tool and refuge for different actors in the Swedish
strategic culture. Defence analyst Stefan Ring has written an interesting
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analysis that points to a general tendency to make two different
interpretations.39 The first interpretation is based on the notion that
Sweden can keep full freedom of action in foreign policy. The meaning of
the declaration of solidarity is that it refers strictly to terror attacks
according to Article 222.40 The second interpretation is based on
reciprocity and that credibility for a declaration of solidarity lay in practical
preparations also for armed attacks according to Article 42(7).41
This ambiguity of the declaration of solidarity in the Defence Bill of 2009
has the function to allow a flexible Swedish foreign policy rhetoric. In the
parliament on 17 February 2010 the foreign minister presented the
Swedish security policy doctrine that avoided the negative definition of
military non-alignment:
“The membership in the European Union means that Sweden is a part of a political
alliance and takes a solidaric responsibility for the security of Europe. Sweden will not
remain passive if a catastrophe or attack should hit another member country or Nordic
country. We expect these countries to act similarly should Sweden be hit.”42
It is notable that the wording on the ability to give and receive military
support was absent. This statement is, among other things, an emphasis of
the civilian aspects of the Swedish doctrine while avoiding disturbing those
in the Swedish strategic culture believing in full freedom of action and
solidarity according to Article 222. In Helsinki on 4 March 2010 the
Swedish foreign minister presented his view on the ongoing process to
form a future strategic concept of NATO:
“First - let me just stress how important the Article V commitment that is at the core of
the Alliance is for all of Europe. There is no doubt that it was of outmost importance
during the most critical period of that dark phase of Europe's history that come to an
end in 1989. Let us be clear: this was of fundamental importance also to Sweden during
those decades when our aim was to make it possible for us to remain neutral in a new
European- or world-wide conflict. And let us also be clear about how important this
remains to all of Europe also today. The security it gives to the members of the Alliance
contributes to stability of a much wider area - including the entire Nordic and Baltic
area. Thus, when I hear that there will be a renewed emphasis also on the Article V
commitments in the strategic review underway I can only welcome this.”43
This is, among other things, an emphasis of the importance of military
solidarity in the Euro-Atlantic area. Sweden’s policy of neutrality was
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always dependent on military alliance commitments across the Atlantic and
the statement underlines the continued importance of the stability
provided by military alliance commitments.
But the declaration of solidarity also provides a policy refuge for those that
embrace security integration within the EU while stressing the continued
freedom of action in a crisis response. Using the EU as a security
cooperation platform does not restrain Sweden’s foreign policy. According
to this logic, participation in deeper military cooperation is important for
the general influence it gives Sweden, while defence planning of other
countries is categorically out of the question. The spokesperson for the
Social Democrats argued in 2004 for the importance of military
cooperation within the EU:
“If there is a crisis and the EU has to provide troops, the question is passed around the
table. Any nation that does not raise its hand will be regarded as lightweight – also in
other political issues.”44
In 2010 the same spokesperson made a passionate case for not participating
in the defence planning of the Baltic States.45 Thus, Sweden should
continue to be an active player on the European security arena, while
maintaining its military non-alignment. There have been many signals from
the Social Democrats that the declaration of solidarity does not mean any
commitments in military terms.46 Solidarity in military terms is a choice,
not an obligation.
The declaration of solidarity and the domestic arena
As noted before, the use of solidarity in military terms has been in the
official discourse since 2004. However, the public debate and controversy
regarding the declaration of solidarity did not start until five years later,
when the government put forward the Defence Bill of 2009. This sequence
is curious: the introduction of solidarity in the discourse in 2004, and the
conceptual stretching in 2007 and 2008 made the concept wider and
deeper, the ratification from the Lisbon Treaty in 2008, and a public
controversy about the declaration of solidarity in 2009 and 2010. Despite
this controversy we can note that there was no involuntary defection of the
Lisbon Treaty in Robert Putnam’s terms. Logically this fit the
interpretation that the conceptual stretching provided some leeway in
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policy for different actors. But the timing of the debate is nevertheless
interesting.
The declaration has an interesting genealogy.47 It is a story of how
solidarity replaced neutrality as the key concept in the Swedish security
doctrine starting around 1992. The traditional policy was challenged mainly
by the political Right and Liberals. The Cold War history and any
adjustments to the traditional doctrine of “military non-alignment in peace,
for the purpose of neutrality in war” became more of an issue for political
confrontation during the 1990s. Around the turn of the century the Social
Democrats became open to doctrinal change, and the concept of neutrality
was abandoned in the official rhetoric.48 After 2004 the conceptual
stretching of solidarity, noted earlier, commenced.
One way of understanding the relative absence of early public debate could
be Euroscepticism.49 Entering the EU was a painful process for the mostly
pro-EU political establishment. It could be argued that the political
establishment did not want a disturbing debate about security integration
because the population had been reluctant Europeans. However, this
explanation could be misleading since the development after the
membership in 1995 has normalised the EU and has made it more of an
accepted dimension in policy.50 Both Social Democrats and the nonsocialist parties have made the EU a central tool in Swedish foreign policy.
A supplementary interpretation is that the relatively consistent negativity
towards NATO51 and solidarity in military terms made the EU the only
forum for continued security integration. While many other European
countries could handle military alliance commitments in NATO and a
military crisis management concept in the EU, Sweden focused on the EU
only. The Social Democrats could accept it and the non-socialist parties
could buy it. According to this interpretation, the growing consensus on
the EU as an indispensable part of Swedish policy hampered any
questioning that moved the EU debate into forbidden policy territory. The
EU was the main arena, but it could not be branded as an Alliance project
in military terms. Nevertheless, in different ways the development of the
doctrine challenges the understanding of solidarity in the Swedish
discourse.
Before the conceptual stretching phase from 2004 on the term solidarity
had not been used in a military meaning. To use the two terms “solidarity”
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and “military” in the same context does not have any credence in the
Social Democartic discourse. Solidarity is used in a civilian context and is,
in the words of the poet Gunnar Ekelöf, about “seeing oneself in
others.”52 On the contrary, the traditional amalgamation of terms was
always “international solidarity.” This concept guided the foreign- and aid
policies during the Cold War. Through an international outlook an
ideological connection could be made between the internal development of
a welfare state and the struggle for decent conditions for people in foreign
nations.53 Furthermore, a central aspect of international solidarity during
the Cold War was justice (rättvisa). Justice referred not only to economic
conditions, but it was also used to underline the right to self determination
for all people.54 This latter interpretation came to amalgamate international
solidarity with the defence for international law. The argument is plainly
that Social Democracy is embedded in an ideological cosmology in which,
“international solidarity,” “justice,” and “international law” are inter-linked
concepts.55 This is likely to be one of the most durable ideological
inheritances from Olof Palme.
In contrast, the non-socialist political parties do not have any traditional
attachment to solidarity. The term did not have the same meaning or even
any place in the political language. When used in discourse today it is often
closely associated with Europe and the EU.56 From this perspective,
solidarity is a natural consequence of the membership in the EU as well the
political declarations about closer defence cooperation among the Nordic
states. The declaration of solidarity, it has been said, has not created a new
situation but has confirmed something already established.57
As has been noted, the current status of solidarity in the Swedish political
discourse is that of a heterotopia.58 Most actors like it-- but for very
different reasons. This makes it apparent that the Swedish declaration of
solidarity does not have any clear meaning in the discourse. The ideological
caveats are indeed different: for left wingers59 solidarity is a civilian term
with no strings attached, for the non-socialists it is a logical continuation of
the EU membership. Thus, the established phrase “security is built in
cooperation with others” has an ideological ambiguity. There is great
difference in interpretation between a leading Social Democrat who claims
that the declaration of solidarity does not mean anything new in military
terms, versus the top bureaucrat at the Defence Ministry who claims that
the declaration of solidarity represents a historical point of refraction, to
the open activism represented by certain Liberal Conservatives.60 This
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central component of the doctrine could thus potentially become
problematic in a situation when solidarity is to be realised in practise.
The sovereignty dimension:
The legal and symbolic arsenal of sovereignty
This part of the article will largely on how the Swedish defence and
security discourse deals with the tasks that relate to national defence. The
traditional role for the armed forces in Sweden was always connected with
these tasks. However, ever since the mid-1990s the armed forces have
been undergoing a series of reforms with the explicit purpose of adapting
them to a strategic environment of the 21st Century. In this respect Sweden
is deeply integrated in a transformation process that is recognised in large
parts of Europe. This process started during the 1990s and has been
marketed with Anglo-Saxon slogans such as go out of area, or out of business,
and use it or lose it.61 The aim for the development of the armed forces is to
become a flexible operations-defence (flexibelt insatsförsvar)62
Nevertheless, the tasks for the armed forces include the capacity to act
without foreign support related to national security. Hence, we can note
that the Defence Bill of 2009 states that:
“Thus, the Government does not exclude that Sweden alone will need to handle threats
to our security where the military defence is concerned. Accordingly, such capability must
exist.”63
The transformation of the armed forces with a focus on availability and
flexibility is coupled with a parallel consideration of upholding capabilities
that could also be used for singular military defence. The armed forces still
have the task to defend Sweden without foreign assistance.64
Interestingly, this task is a key aspect of the very foundation of Swedish
defence policy. The argument has two components: security and
sovereignty. According to the government, security is defined as a means to
achieve a number of ends. In the Defence Bill of 2009 it is claimed that:
“The maintenance of our country’s sovereignty is a precondition for
Sweden to achieve the aims of our security.”65 Note the grammatical
mixture in the sentence: there is a distinction between the sovereignty of
the country, and the aims of security. However, the two concepts are
linked as sovereignty is a precondition for security. Already the Defence
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Commission of 2008 sets the focus to “Swedish sovereignty” and the
maintenance of it serves as a means to the aims of security.66
The official doctrine regarding defence cooperation is that there are no
limits as long as national sovereignty is guaranteed.67 The government has
sometimes argued for common capability development in the Nordic
context, while maintaining separability of Swedish military units and
capabilities.68
The interpretation of this discursive pattern is crucial. In the Defence Bill
of 2009 sovereignty is defined as its “established meaning in international
law”.69 The combination of the key task to defend the country without
foreign help, maintaining singular military capabilities, and sovereignty as
precondition for security could be interpreted as a reassurance of a
preserved national defence system. One could get the impression that the
nation state will continue to keep up its guard against any future threats to
the national territory. Thus, one interpretation of the sovereignty
dimension is that the connections between defence, sovereignty, and
security serve as a chain of inter-linked concepts that deal with the
traditional function of military defence. A major function of this game is
that the building of a domestic image of the centrality of national
sovereignty is that the government can maintain an ideal of independence
rather than interdependence.
However, the use of sovereignty is also marked with other connotations.
The Swedish government’s use of sovereignty is far from uniform. The
Defence Bill of 2009 elaborates on the subject in the following:
“The strategic development in our immediate surroundings leads to a need for a military
capability for proactive national action to promote the aims of our security, Swedish
sovereignty, sovereign rights, and national interests.”70
This notion of a “military capability for proactive national action” is not
traditionally linked to sovereignty. The traditional territorial defence was
rather a reaction than proaction to foreign aggression. Furthermore, the
Defence Bill of 2009 clarifies that the precondition for security
(sovereignty) is not enough to achieve the aims of security: “The aim of
the military defence is not achieved only through the maintaining of the
country’s borders and territorial integrity.”71 Accordingly, during the
confusing debate about the declaration of solidarity in the Autumn of
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2009, the government made a clarification: “The defence of Sweden shall
not only be conducted within our borders.”72
Thus, the precondition for security is also achieved through military
proactive national actions. Nonetheless, this is not enough to attain the
aims of military defence – defence of the country should also be conducted
outside of the country. In an analogy, but actually with completely reversed
direction, Sweden must also be prepared to develop its military capabilities
in international cooperation:
“Capabilities that firstly have a national direction and are considered to be demanded in
a long term perspective should be evaluated from the possibility of finding solutions based
on international cooperation which leads to maintenance with limited resources.”73
In this interpretation sovereignty and defence are not linked exclusively to
a national concern. Military proactive national actions necessary for
security could be done in other countries as well as together with other
countries. The capabilities to maintain the precondition for security are
created together with other countries. Sovereignty and defence are linked
via international cooperation. This is recognition of interdependence rather
than independence.
Sovereignty as national or international concern
The context for the different images of sovereignty used by the Swedish
government must be taken into consideration. The development after the
end of the Cold War has been marked mainly by two major changes in the
official Swedish security policy discourse: how threats are constructed and
how the role of the armed forces is regarded. These changes are notable in
the sense that they represent the official discourse and other perspectives
tend to be alternatives to the official system of statements on security
policy.
The changing construction of threats is related to the growing tendency of
“Europeanization” covered by many scholars.74 As noted before, the
European Union became central for Swedish security initiatives in the
1990s. Furthermore, the full meaning of Europeanization in the Swedish
case is that the analytical category of power politics is very weak,
marginalised, or absent in official documents. There is a clear tendency to
emphasise a wider security concept.75 The Swedish government hardly
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elaborates on power politics in the Nordic-Baltic context.76 This change is
visible in the way the Swedish government analyses Russia. The policy
during the decade after the Soviet collapse seems to have been dictated by
the balance between democratic critique and encouragement, an act that
did not change much from the Social Democrat or bourgeoisie
governments. However, since Russia under Vladimir Putin has acted in
ways that depart from the assumptions of Europeanization, the Swedish
government has developed a differentiated view of its Eastern neighbour:
one that on the one hand was flexible for the uncertainties in the
development, while on the other hand provided policy space for a
continued faith in Europeanization. After the crisis in Georgia in August
2008, this diversification became visible in a clear way. According to the
government the Russia that acts militarily in the Caucasus is something else
than the Russia that acts in the Baltic Sea region or the Arctic region.77
The defence implications related to the uncertainties in Russia provides a
clear illustration of the second fundamental change: the role of the military
instrument. During the Cold War the role of the military defence was that
of insurance. This rhetoric is quite elegant: an insurance premium had to
be paid to create safety if an accident should happen. The central element
of this metaphor is that there is no point in itself to make a claim on the
insurance. To pay for security was a routine that did not entail any active
service in return. Military capabilities had an inherent value in themselves,
because they could be one of the factors that stopped a military attack
from occurring. The fundamental function of a military force was
connected to deterrence towards foreign powers. According to this logic,
the reaction to insecurity was to strengthen the credible capabilities for
deterrence. The major change in the defence debate after the Cold War is
that military forces are no longer considered to have a value in themselves.
The development of a flexible operations-defence means creating more
available military units. Thus, a consequence of this reasoning is that
military systems that for some reason do not have high availability lose
value and priority.78
However, these two discursive changes are far from uncontested. There
are several influential critics that argue for the continued relevance of
power politics as well as the deterrence role of military forces. The
underlying point of departure for the analysis is: what happens if Russia
becomes a major power that poses a military threat once again? The
implicit and explicit military concern is: can Sweden defend itself?
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According to the staunch critics Sweden hardly makes any efforts to take
on a major confrontation single-handedly. There is a tension towards
defence supporters of the old guard that tends to criticise the lack of
capabilities for national defence.79
These somewhat overlooked consequences of the Europeanization (and its
counterreaction) make it much easier to understand the different images of
sovereignty used by the government in the Defence Bill of 2009. On the
one hand, there is a need to assure a domestic audience that sovereignty is
secured alone, which means that it essentially is a national concern.
However, both the Social Democratic and the current non-socialist
governments argue that Sweden should not focus exclusively on territorial
defence, even if the capabilities should be maintained. Therefore, on the
other hand, there is a need to introduce the domestic audience to the
notion that sovereignty is secured in cooperation with others. This means
that it also is an international concern.
Some critics have pointed out that this line of reasoning is built on the
assumption that foreign powers will always assist Sweden and that this
could result in wishful thinking in a crisis in the Baltic Sea region. Analysts
that have pointed out that the capacity to receive foreign military aid have
largely been neglected.80
The main point is that the use of sovereignty marks a fundamental national
concern, while it also serves as an ambition for the international
cooperation. It can be not only “established,” “Swedish,” and a point of
departure but also “proactive,” and resting on international cooperation.
There are two conflated consequences from this: the dual uses of
sovereignty obscure its meaning in the security doctrine, and the domestic
audience has a hard time figuring out how to act upon it.
An example of obscurity is the aim to maintain separability of Swedish
military units. On the one hand it could be argued that national military
capabilities are what give sovereignty its very meaning. There is no point in
stressing sovereignty as a requirement in international cooperation if one
does not have any units to command. On the other hand the ambitions of
Swedish defence go beyond its borders and its sovereignty partly relies on
the status of others.
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These remarks are not just hypothetical considerations. Actors in the
domestic audience find it difficult to act on these different signals. One
illustration of this relates to the question of how to conduct military
exercises of territorial defence. During the 1990s these exercises slowly
faded away. Nevertheless, there has been a renewed interest in
strengthening territorial control over the last years. Should the exercises on
territorial defence be conducted in a similar way as during the Cold War, or
should they rely on assumptions of a multilateral setting? For example,
when the armed forces conducted a relatively small scale exercise for the
local defence of the island of Gotland in September 2009, the
commanding general gave explicit instructions that all orders should be
given in Swedish.81 Was this right or wrong? If Sweden should be able to
handle military threats alone it might seem reasonable. However, if
capabilities for national defence are to be developed in international
cooperation, and if defence of Sweden takes place also across the Baltic
Sea then it might be problematic. One could note that the general’s
decision suddenly jeopardise more than a decade of preparations for
“interoperability.”
The two-dimensional game of solidarity and sovereignty
The purpose of this article is to examine how one can understand a
militarily non-aligned country that declares military solidarity with its
neighbouring countries. The perspective of two-dimensional games has
showed us this “ambiguity at work” as the saying goes.82 As noted, the
conceptual stretching of solidarity has created a heterotopia in Swedish
security policy. Different actors can use solidarity it for quite different
purposes – both as a sign of Sweden’s active involvement in the EuroAtlantic integration and as fully compatible with status quo for military nonalliance. We have also studied the differentiated use of sovereignty by the
government. It becomes understandable how sovereignty simultaneously
can mean self-reliance and interdependence if put into context of the
Swedish defence debate.
The use of a two-dimensional game approach challenges an established
perspective of security integration as the process of socialisation in a EU
context.83 According to the theory of socialisation an integration process
potentially moves a discourse of a country from instrumental adaptation to
a change in security identity and learning. This idea is based on the
assumption that a change of identity is necessary for a stable and long term
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change in security approach.84 Thus, international integration demands
adjustments in identity.85 Accordingly, changes in a discourse becomes
one-dimensional and Sweden has, compared to its Nordic neigbours, been
described as having “undergone a more stable and enduring change in
security policy.”86
However, this one-dimensional learning perspective makes it difficult to
explain the peculiarities of the Swedish case. If there really is a change of
identity and learning has happened, why is the idea of collective security in
Europe so controversial? If the Lisbon Treaty was fully integrated in the
security identity, why is the meaning of solidarity so multiplied and
controversial? Furthermore, why does Swedish membership in NATO
seem just as unlikely today as it was twenty years ago?
It seems fair to say that the theory of socialisation provides us with a
narrow view of a strategic culture. Such a one-dimensional perspective fails
to comprehend the full potential of the political terminology under study.
It might be that the security policy discourse in Sweden has become more
uniform. But as this study has shown, the process of conceptual stretching
makes it possible to use the same discourse for audiences with potentially
different preferences.
One of the major advantages with using the approach of two-dimensional
games is that it becomes easier to understand the peculiarities of the
Swedish case. Instead of having the idea that Swedish officials are
socialised from neutrality to a euro-atlantic discourse, it becomes easier to
follow the use of terms like solidarity and sovereignty if applied in a game
framework. Rather than challenging public opinion in the security and
defence area, a sophisticated discursive game has been developed to stretch
the meaning of solidarity and sovereignty.
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